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Pilot



As a child, Max was part of a highly classified genetic enhancement project. She and several other children were trained in a deeply secluded compound to use their superhuman powers. At a young age, Max and several others escaped the compound and made their way in the world. Now a beautiful young bike messenger and thief, Max is trying to find her lost ""siblings"" from the project, but at the same time, Max is trying to dodge capture from her former handlers led by Lydecker, and is aided in her quest by Logan Cale, an idealistic cyber-journalist.
Quest roles:
Stephen Lee(Dan Vogelsang), Kim Hawthorne(Jacinda Katsuno), Stanley Kamel(Edgar Sonrisa), Kristin Bauer van Straten(Lydia Meyerson), Paul Popowich(Darren McKennon), Douglas O'Keeffe(Bruno Anselmo), Sarah-Jane Redmond(Lauren Braganza), Lauren Lee Smith(Natalie), Kyley Statham(Young Jondy), Emy Aneke(Watch Captain), Bob Wilde(Silhouetted Figure), Rob Freeman(Lieutenant), Hiro Kanagawa(Theo), Marcus Moldowan(Omar), Brad Loree(Young Soldier), Storma T. McDonald(Ultra Cool Secretary), Dee Jay Jackson(Lamar), Eileen Pedde(Hannah), Dylan Pearson(Blonde Boy), Ron Blecker(Drill Instructor), Garry Chalk(Lt. Walter Eastep), Catherine Lough Haggquist(News Anchor), Fulvio Cecere(Sandoval), Alexander Pervakov(Steroid Case Guard), Kate Luyben(Blonde at Party), Steve Makaj(Lead Thug), Scott Heindl(Thug #2), Suleka Mathew(News Reporter), Tyler Labine(Messenger #2), Peter Kent(Security Guard Peter), Sylvesta Stuart(TAC Leader), Natassia Malthe(Redhead at Party), Jim Dunn(Intruder), Ryan Robbins(Arnie Haas (uncredited)), Desiree Zurowski(Squatter Mom (uncredited)), Rey-Phillip Santos(Thug #3 (uncredited)), Robert Lewis(Dochnovich), Ty Olsson(Driver 2000 (uncredited) / Mario)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 October 2000, 00:00
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